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SUBJECT:  Coding of Employees with Split Appointments 
 
Background:   

 
With the implementation of the HR system, there is now the expectation that routine HR 

reports can be generated to provide internal and external constituents snap shots of the system’s 
employees.  While this has been found to be true in some cases, it is apparent that there are 
others where it is impossible to answer simple queries simply because coding practices vary 
widely on the separate campuses.  While there are differences in all areas, the inconsistencies are 
greatest in the area of academic administration such as those individuals assigned both faculty 
and managerial/administrative roles.   
 

This topic has been discussed by the HR Directors as well as by AAC the past few 
months without resolution.  Since it is primarily in the academic arena where common practices 
will need to be established, academic affairs was assigned the responsibility to develop a set of 
guidelines that will be used in these situations.  AAC agreed that it made sense to establish a 
smaller working group to take this on.  To start this process, members of AAC were asked to 
identify individuals to serve on this group and the following individuals were the primary 
representatives.  As a note, others involved on the campuses did take part as the recommendation 
was formulated.     
 

Mines – Karen Whitehead or Duane Hrncir 
SDSU – Jeri Kurtz 
USD – Dale Pietrzak 
Board Office – Sam Gingerich, Janice Minder and Paul Turman 

 
The group met twice by conference call and did the rest of its work by e-mail.  The 

following recommendation is offered to AAC and BAC for review and recommendation. 
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RECOMMENDED ACTION 
  

 Discussion and recommendation.  

1 



2 

 
 
Recommendation: 
 
The following framework will be used to code employees with split appointments. 
 

Positions will be grouped into five sets based on the full set of PCSL (position class) 
codes used in the HR system.  Since this system assigns similar positions to similar numeric 
ranges, the five sets of numeric ranges established here will be used:   

 
1. Executive (00100 – 00109) (CEO, CAO, CFO…) 
2. Line Administrator (00200-00209) (deans, department chairs/coordinators …) 
3. Program Administrator (00300-00400) (director of a center, coordinator of a 

program…) 
4. Faculty/Research Faculty (00600-01100)  
5. All others 

 
To code employees with multiple assignments, the following procedure will be followed. 
 

1. The appropriate PCSL code will be identified for each part of the individual’s 
assignments. 

2. These sets are listed in priority order, i.e., Set 1, Executive, is a higher priority than Set 2, 
Line Administrator, which is a higher priority than Set 3, Program Administrator, etc.  
The position assigned the code falling into the highest priority set will be established as 
the primary position.  All other positions will be secondary. 

3. If an individual has a split appointment with highest priority given to multiple 
assignments in any one of these sets [meaning within the same grouping, i.e., 
faculty/research], the percentage of effort will determine which is given primary 
importance.  

4. In cases where these assignments within a set are assigned equal percent effort, the one 
with the numerically lower PCSL code will be assigned primary importance. 

 
Individuals may have multiple secondary assignments.  The percentage assigned to each 

portion of an individual’s total responsibilities will be equal to the percent time the employee 
will be expected to commit to the responsibility.   
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